Geo-archaeological and geometrically corrected reconstruction of the 1.84 Ma FLK Zinj paleolandscape at Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania
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A B S T R A C T
A geomorphological, sedimentological, stratigraphic, and geometric study of 30 trenches excavated around FLK Zinj (Bed I, Olduvai Gorge) has enabled the partial reconstruction of the paleolandscape surrounding this site for a radius of ~1000 m. This is the largest sample of geological and archaeological information yet available to reconstruct the topography, ecology, and geomorphology of the Zinj paleosurface and the hominin activities preserved within it. Contrary to previous interpretations, which place FLK Zinj on an isolated and narrow peninsula, it appears that the site was located on the edge of an elevated platform traceable for hundreds of meters. Hominins created FLK Zinj (and other sites, such as the recently discovered PTK and AMK) within the wooded habitats of this platform rather than the more open and grassy environments situated on lower portions of the lacustrine floodplain. Input areas, probably in the form of alluvial fans, existed to the south, following a North-South direction. These input areas are partially responsible for changes in the type sequence. Restricted erosion documented on the wooded platform was mostly caused by runoff processes. An archaeological study of the excavated trenches reveals a sharp contrast in fossil and stone tool density between FLK Zinj and the surrounding landscape, further supporting the contention that the site may have acted as a “central place” where repeated carcass transport, butchery, and consumption took place. Taphonomic studies indicate that at this stage of human evolution, hominins had primary access to carcasses and were not dependent on other carnivores for obtaining meat.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd and INQUA. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Leakey (1971) interpreted FLK Zinj (Bed I, Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania) as an example of a prehistoric floor and home base. Sites similar to FLK Zinj discovered at Koobi Fora (Kenya) served as the basis for Isaac’s (1978) “home base” or “food-sharing” model, in which he proposed that Plio-Pleistocene hominins selected specific locations for toolmaking, butchery, and collective food consumption activities. Bunn’s (1982) subsequent taphonomic analysis of the site led him to conclude that hominins at the FLK Zinj site had primary access to meat through hunting or power scavenging (Bunn, 2001). This empirical evidence was used by Isaac (1983) to revise his “home-base” model and propose a new one borrowed from ethology: “central-place” foraging. In this model, he claimed that hominins selected specific spots on the landscape to which they repeatedly brought raw materials that were turned into tools, and carcasses that were shared. Potts (1988) argued that FLK Zinj was merely a stone cache used for quick carcass processing, but De la Torre and Mora (2005) convincingly showed the virtual lack of “manports”, and the palaeoecological context of the site, suggests low competition and, therefore, a prolonged stay at the site by hominins during the performance of their activities (see extensive discussion of this in Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2007)).
It has now been well established that most of the carcasses remained accumulated at the site were transported, processed, and exploited by hominins (Isaac, 1978, 1983; Bunn, 1982, 1983, 1991; Bunn and Kroll, 1986, 1988; Potts, 1988; Bunn and Ezzo, 1993; Oliver, 1994; Blumenschine, 1995; Capaldo, 1995, 1997; Rose and Marshall, 1996; Domínguez-Rodrigo, 1997; Domínguez-Rodrigo and Pickering, 2003). For several years, zooarchaeologists debated whether this site was the result of hominins (1) hunting and selectively transporting those carcass parts (Isaac, 1978, 1983; Bunn, 1982, 1983, 1991; Bunn and Kroll, 1986, 1988; Bunn and Ezzo, 1993; Oliver, 1994; Rose and Marshall, 1996; Domínguez-Rodrigo, 1997; Domínguez-Rodrigo and Pickering, 2003; Bunn and Pickering, 2010), (2) transporting complete skeletons from partially defleshed carcasses (Capaldo, 1995, 1997) or (3) scavenging the brain and marrow-bearing bones from defleshed feld kills (Blumenschine, 1986, 1991). This latter interpretation is increasingly questioned by traditional partisans of the passive scavenging model (see recent re-interpretations by Pante et al., 2012) and has been disproved by a wealth of taphonomic analyses (see review and recent reassessment by Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007, 2014). These taphonomic studies have also shown that carcasses were neither partially defleshed when hominins acquired them nor acquired fully fleshy from mass deaths near the site (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010).

This evidence, coupled with a widespread distribution of cut marks on all anatomical parts, including most importantly the midshafts from upper limb bones, that reflect a diversity of butchery behaviours from dismembering and filleting to evisceration (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007), clearly indicates primary access to fully-fleshy carcasses that were undisturbed by previous carnivore consumption. Isaac’s “central-place” foraging model is therefore reinforced, at least by currently available taphonomic data.

More than 50 years after its discovery, FLK Zinj still is the most important early Pleistocene site for understanding hominin carcass consumption behavior and its relationship to the evolution of the genus Homo. The site’s paleoecological setting has long been described as a barren lacustrine plain (Cole, 1963; Blumenschine and Masao, 1991). More recent work at the site and its surrounding landscape have revealed that it lay on a topographic high point in a paleoecological setting that was already established in the first reconstruction of the Zinj paleolandscape (Leakey, 1971; Hay, 1976; Blumenschine et al., 2010). The environmental conditions at and homogeneous landscapes, which matched well with earlier interpretations of FLK Zinj’s paleoecological location (Leakey, 1971; Hay, 1976; Blumenschine and Masao, 1991). With the exception of saline lakes and lakes with carbonatic sedimentation, shallow lakes form mudflats and hardly show any differences between margin and central areas (Hutchinson, 1957). Only detailed survey within the frame of geo-archaeological research allows sub-zones with subtle differences in topography and sedimentary/erosive processes to be distinguished. In the FLK area, at least two of the geomorphological and environmental zones in lakes (Glen and Kelts, 1991) can be identified in lowermost Bed I: 1) A supra-littoral zone, dominated by subaerial exposure, rooted vegetation, and controlled by the water table; 2) A littoral (lake-margin) zone, which is a more complex area controlled by lake level variations and, therefore, comprises both aerial exposure and flooding features. Generally, this latter setting is an oxygenated and photic environment where sediment input occurs and would have been less suitable for hominin activities. This areal division was already established in the first reconstruction of the Zinj paleolandscape (Ashley et al., 2010; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). These authors discriminated two main zones, the topographically higher supralittoral, where a palm and Acacia woodland developed (FLK-Zinj proper), and the topographically lower littoral with a freshwater spring surrounded by a wetland (FLK-NN) (see also Ashley et al., 2010).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area (m²)</th>
<th>Lithics</th>
<th>Bones</th>
<th>Used for geological study</th>
<th>Petrography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stratigraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLK Zinj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT6b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland (FLKN-FLKNN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Olduvai Lake was a low energy environment, with very little capacity to move sediment. Sedimentation occurred mainly by decantation of clay, usually transformed from volcanic sediments (Hay, 1976). The geological record consists of clayey facies with a great lateral continuity and normally diffuse limits due to the homogeneity of the sediments and the intense bioturbation. The rarity of coarse-grained sediments is noticeable in lower and middle Bed I around the FLK sites. With the exception of some tuffs, most of the sedimentation consists of clay (70%) and only 1% is sand. These values suggest a very low energy environment. In lakes of this sort, because of very low slopes, even sediment input takes place through terminal fans (Turnbridge, 1984; Kelly and Olsen, 1993). Although coarse-grained sediments are available to the southeast (Hay, 1976), an extremely low gradient precluded their transport to FLK and its surroundings. As in other lakes associated with the African Rift, the Olduvai Basin experienced important inputs of pyroclastic sediments, transported generally by the wind or by drainage runoff systems. This volcanic material can become mixed with lacustrine sediments to form reworked tuffs. The shallow lacustrine condition favors intense bioturbation that makes the differentiation of internal structures difficult.

Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area (m²)</th>
<th>Lithics</th>
<th>Bones</th>
<th>Used for geological study</th>
<th>Petrography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Stratigraphy</td>
<td>Sedimentology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN18B</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Zinj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Zinj clay had been removed by prior excavations. Used only for geological purposes.

Table 2

| Nomenclature of geological units and archaeological levels. Information on sample number and analysis type is also shown. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Leakey, 1971; Hay 1976 | Present work | Analysis |
| FLK-NN | FLK Zinj | FLK-NN, FLK-N, FLK-Zinj, PTK | Sample | Texture | Petrography |
| Geology | Archaeology | Geology | Archaeology | Geology | Archaeology |
| Hard buff-yellow tuff, Tuff 1C | Hard buff-yellow tuff, Tuff 1C | Tuff 1C | Tuff 1C | Tuff 1C | Tuff 1C |
| Clay with limestone nodules | Green silty clay | Level 22 | (Zinj upper) | Zinj clay | 103 (Zinj) |
| Clay with limestone nodules | "Equiv. Zinj level" | (FLKN-N-1) | 101 |
| Fine-grained buff-white tuff (FLKN-2) | Fine grained | Reworked tuff CHT | Level 3 in PTK | OH-7, OH-8 equiv. | OH-7, OH-8 equiv. |
| Clay | Fine grained | Reworked tuff CHT | Level 3 in PTK | OH-7, OH-8 equiv. | OH-7, OH-8 equiv. |
| Clay | OH-7, OH-8 inside (FLKN-3) | Tuff | 105 |
| Clay | OH-7, OH-8 over | Tuff 1B | 106 |
| Tuff 1B | Bentonitic clay | Tuff 1B | 107 |
| Bentonitic clay | Tuff 1B | Tuff 1B | 108 |
| Bentonitic clay | Green waxy clay | Other units in PTK | 112, 113 |
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Lakes are dominated by three primary factors: climate, geologic context, and biota (Gierlowski-Kordesch and Kelts, 1994). Important changes in landscape (paleosurface) will be caused by fluctuation of the base level, which is controlled in turn by climate and tectonics. Therefore, a tectonic movement or an increase in aridity causes the descent of the lake level, stimulating the retreat of the lake margins towards the central area. Withdrawal and retrieval events will expose a wide surface in the lake-margin. The descent of the base level causes an increase of the potential energy, reactivating the whole drainage network and the surficial erosive processes. The geomorphological response will be more or less evident depending on the capacity of the drainage network. An increase of the base level or lake transgression, on the other hand, will produce the deposition of more lacustrine facies and the interruption of the processes linked to subaereal exposure (e.g., pedogenesis). New fine sediment layers will simultaneously adapt to and smoothen the previous surface and underlying topography.

In addition to these primary factors, lake morphometrics should also be highlighted, not only in sedimentation processes and stratigraphic architecture (Frenegal-Martínez and Meléndez, 2010), but also in landscape formation. Specifically, in a shallow lake-margin area, small differences in lake level and position can determine the lake evolution, the time of subaerial exposure, the drainage pattern, and other associated processes. Frequently, the reconstruction of such subtle differences cannot be based on sedimentology alone.

The paleoenvironmental reconstruction presented here is based on detailed geological work and provides valuable information regarding the paleotopography of the landscape north, south, and east of FLK Zinj. A large number of trenches sampling a paleo-landscape spanning thousands of square meters uncovered an extensive paleosurface blanketed by Tuff IC. This paleotopography is devoid of any indication of fluvial activity or other high-energy processes in the vicinity of FLK Zinj. Most of the bed contacts are macroscopically laminar and non-discomformable on the FLK Zinj paleosurface, and they adapt to previous paleosurfaces. Discomformable contacts have been observed overlying the paleosurface covered by Tuff IC, as minor exceptions on the Zinj paleosurface, several dozens of meters away from FLK Zinj itself. The lack of typical fluvial structures and the identification of similar erosive topographies in modern lacustrine floodplains suggest that erosion south of FLK Zinj resulted as a combination of lacustrine transgressive cycles and rills formed by wet season run-off and sheetwash processes. Hominin activity on the landscape south of FLK Zinj is still less conspicuous than that documented at the site itself, again stressing the exceptional nature of the bone and stone tool accumulation unearthed there. The discovery of a dense concentration of fossils and stone tools at the southernmost end of the tuff IC outcrops in the Side Gorge (Philip Tobias Korongo, PTK), in which bones occur in densities of dozens per square meter, also contrasts with the surrounding paleolandscape where bones occur in the form of scatters, with densities on average smaller than five bones per square meter. PTK and FLK Zinj are, thus, dense patches created by hominins on a non-productive landscape where bone deposition by natural processes contrasts sharply in density with those unearthed at these sites.

The paleotopography presented here will correct previous descriptions of FLK Zinj as a narrow peninsula, (~ 50/100 m wide) formed by fluvial incision (Blumenschine et al., 2012), which was due to the limited information available in an insufficient number of sampling trenches. The present work will show that the FLK Zinj–PTK strip was a topographically high platform with no evidence of large rivers crossing it or high-energy processes affecting it.

2. Method and sampling

2.1. Geological study: sedimentary, stratigraphic and geomorphological analyses

The paleotopographic and paleogeomorphic study presented here was based on three different techniques: a) stratigraphy and facies analysis, b) geomorphology, and c) structural tectonics. The stratigraphic analysis was carried out using information retrieved from 28 excavated trenches (Table 1) and 5 exposed sections between the FLK and KK faults (Fig. 1). Most of the trenches are concentrated near the classic Bed I sites of FLK-NN, FLK-N and FLK-Zinj, all of which are located on the southern margin of the main Gorge. The stratigraphic sections published by Leakey (1971), corresponding to FLK Zinj and FLK NN (her Figures 19 and 23 respectively), were also compared to the data in our study. Facies analysis was carried out by analyzing the type of sediment (texture and composition), their internal structures, and the boundaries and relationships with contiguous exposures. Special emphasis was laid on the description of the contact of tuff IC and the underlying Zinj paleosurface. Erosional shapes, small deposits, or evidence of subaerial exposure just under tuff IC denote the active processes occurring during the formation of the Zinj paleolandscape. Here, we will refer to the paleosurface underlying tuff IC as the Zinj paleosurface or Zinj paleolandscape. An ubiquitous horizon throughout the studied area is what we call "Zinj clay", which is equivalent to layer 22 from the FLK Zinj sequence as described by Leakey (1971).

Facies description was carried out in the field and subsequently supported with laboratory analysis. Grain-size analysis allows quantifying the size distribution of particles, giving accurate information of the sedimentation processes (see Supplementary Information). Grain size and petrographic analyses were made with a Robinson’s pipette at the CENIEH (Centro Nacional de Investigación de la Evolución Humana) and in the Geodynamic laboratory of the Geology Faculty of the Complutense University of Madrid. Correlation was established combining all these criteria (see Table 2). Finally, petrographic analyses were carried out in several tuffs to quantify post-sedimentary compaction, although no conspicuous evidence of compaction was identified during fieldwork.

The analysis of compaction is of utmost relevance because inferences of different degrees of compaction can lead to overestimations or under-estimations of landscape features (e.g., channels and slopes) depending on how compacted sediments are. For instance, Blumenschine et al. (2012) have reconstructed deeper fluvial channels on the FLK Zinj paleolandscape than stratigraphically documented, based on inferred high compaction values (145–205%, following Hay, 1976). Determining the accuracy of those compaction values is crucial to determine if the reconstruction of the shape of those channels and strata contacts is correct.

The geomorphology of the landscape was obtained through the topographic documentation of the main geological units, such as the surface of the basalt, the marker tuffs, the Zinj clay, and several other marker units (see below). Measurements were done with sub-centimeter precision using a laser total station (TOPCON) within a triangulated network of 9 stations along the whole study area (Fig. 1). A total of 480 control points have been taken along the outcrops in the FLK-KK block. Spatial data were analyzed with GIS software (ArcGIS 10.1). Uneven density and spatial distribution of data make it difficult to interpolate what is a wide and complex surface; however, the projection of X-Y-Z values enables the reconstruction of accurate geometric sections and calculations of real distances, depths, and slopes. A very accurate 2D section results from data aligned along FLK-NN, FLK-N, FLK-Zinj, Maiko Cully, the Road and the Junction areas (see Fig. 1). The correlation among...
units was also done using the resulting geometry, instead of the traditional stratigraphic sections, where correlation is “hung” on one arbitrary layer.

Olduvai Gorge has undergone synsedimentary and post-sedimentary tectonic movements, both of which can distort the palaeolandcape geometry. Tectonic deformation has two components: (1) folding and faulting of the sedimentary sequence and (2) rotation of the basement. To calculate them properly, the change of thickness of the Olduvai Beds as well as the displacement of fault escarpments have been taken into account. This goal was
complicated by the uneven distribution of outcrops along the FLK-KK block.

The study area corresponds to the block defined by the normal FLK and KK faults. These North-South faults affect the actual tilting of the entire block. Slopes and elevation differences must not be considered along an East-West direction before any correction. In contrast, North-South topographic variations are only slightly affected by the main tectonic movement. The base of the FLK-KK sub-basin consists of pahoehoe lavas and olivine basalts. Numerous thin, tongue-like 30 cm to 1 m thick sheets may be stacked on top of one another, as observed near HWK (loc. 42), where there are many elongated lava mounds or tumuli, with a variable height of 1–4.5 m (Hay, 1976). In order to determine the exact palaeotopography of the lava surface, it would be necessary to perform a geophysical survey, as the outcrops are randomly distributed. As a preliminary approach, the topography of the basalt surface was estimated with a total station between the FLK and KK faults. In such surveys, the areas affected by the modern Olduvai river incision have been avoided.

Sedimentary records can be altered by post-sedimentary deformation. This deformation can be tectonic (faulting and/or folding) or mechanic compaction. The former distort the topography (e.g., slopes and heights), whereas the latter also modify internal sedimentary structures (stratification, layer contact or fabrics). The interpretation of a deformed record would lead to biased reconstructions of the paleolandscape. In this situation, a geometric correction of the deformation is required prior to the interpretation of the paleolandscape.

Prior to reconstructing the Zinj paleolandscape, tectonic movement has to be considered, specifically, the possible rotation of the FLK-KK block. The FLK and KK faults affect directly the FLK palaeosurface tilting, although other larger faults and regional movements should also be considered. In these cases, the more wide the tectonic movement is, the more difficult it is to measure it. The precise analysis of tectonic movements in Olduvai is also difficult due to the absence of topographical maps. Even Hay’s (1976) sections are not useful for this purpose, because total thickness data in sections are not accurate enough. That work should be carried out in the field, by measuring directly the exposed fault steps and the thickness variation of the Beds.

The most evident tectonic feature in the study area is the wall of the KK normal fault. It is 12 m high and the restitutum of this vertical movement would suppose 0.52° of FLK-KK block rotation. But this movement was not considered, since the KK fault corresponds to a pop-up structure with the same step (12 m) as the 4th fault, (also measured with total station). Therefore, wider or regional movements should be invoked.

The main thickness variation corresponds to Bed III, but measuring it in the field is very difficult because of the irregularity of the basalt, the absence of Bed III sections in the northern side of the study area, and the unworkable cliffs to the south (i.e. locality 40b). Due to these difficulties, the geometric correction will be based on stratigraphic, sedimentological, and geometric criteria. To rotate the FLK-KK block, counterclockwise, the following criteria have been used to create a quantitative model:

- **a)** The maximum energy area (S-8 and S-17) must be the lowest part of the section, as a local thalweg.
- **b)** The maximum lacustrine facies (E-1 and E-3) must also be in the lower part of the basin. This facies can never be above less lacustrine areas, such as the FLK sites.
- **c)** The actual geometry of the sequence must be conserved. Namely, the entire block FLK-KK should be rotated but not deformed.
- **d)** Tuff IC should be left as horizontal as possible, as it preserves a palaeosurface developed along the margin of a shallow lake. The aim was to reduce the maximum height difference.

### 2.2. Archaeological study: fossil density and distribution analysis

The FLK Zinj site occupies the southernmost gully of the area comprised by the FLK sites (FLK, FLK N and FLK NN) (Leakey, 1971). The FLK NN 1 paleosurface was pene-contemporary with the FLK Zinj paleosol (Leakey, 1971). Since FLK NN occupies the northernmost part of the area covered by the three sites, previous work by TOPPP (The Olduvai Paleoanthropology and Paleoecology Project) sampled the area between FLK Zinj and FLK NN by excavating large test trenches between them in outcrops that contain the waxy clay (previously referred to as Zinj clay) sediments overlain by Tuff IC, which capped the FLK Zinj archaeological level time period (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). Recent excavations in the area have exposed a larger portion of the paleolandscape, completing some gaps in between trenches. A summary of all the previous trenches was reported in Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010). All previously and newly opened trenches opened in the northern sector are listed in Table 1, resulting in a total of 30 trenches excavated between 2008 and 2013. During this research, a new high-density site (PTK) was discovered ~500 m away from FLK Zinj on the same paleosurface. This site will not be used in the present study since it is currently being excavated.

Our work has sampled a diameter of ~1000 m of Zinj paleolandscape, significantly more than previously sampled (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010; Blumenschine et al., 2012). This paleolandscape has been divided into different areas. The Wetland Area is located between FLK NN and FLKNN, where a spring system was identified (Ashley et al., 2010). This area was subdivided into the core wetland area (comprising FLKNN and FLKNW) and the wetland edge (FLKN). South of the FLK Zinj gully, the southern sector was divided into a proximal section (~500 m south of FLK Zinj) and a distal sector (the area covered by the Zinj paleosurface on the Side Gorge west of PTK). Then a stretch of paleosurface comprised between the junction area and the KK fault was denoted as the Eastern Sector.

Excavations of these trenches involved the use of large tools (picks and shovels) to remove the overburden of sterile sediment across thick stratigraphic sequences and small tools (trowels, brushes, screwdrivers, and small wooden and metal digging sticks) when reaching any fossiliferous level. Dry sieving with 5 mm mesh was systematically carried out. Only selected sediment for microfaunal research was wet-sieved with a finer mesh (1 mm). The lithological criterion (excavation followed natural layers) was superior to the artificial spit criterion in deciding the way the excavation proceeded. Artefacts and fossils were carefully documented including their orientation and inclination. Bone counting included every meso- or macromammal specimen (microfauna are excluded here) longer than 2 cm.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Geological study

##### 3.1.1. Lower and Middle Bed I. The FLK-KK Block

In general, the surface of the basalt slopes 1.8% from south to north. It has a strong influence in the sedimentary record, not only in thickness but also in grain size and facies. There is a progressive increase of the thickness of the Bed I deposits to the North, and the sedimentary texture tends to be finer. The successive layers form “onlap” geometries over the basalt. Tuff IC overlies directly the basalt in several points along the south side of the Main Gorge.
Regarding the composition of the deposits, the proportion of volcanic components increases southward, in accordance with the expected input of volcanogenic sediment from the footslopes of Lemagrut to the south. Reworked volcanic sediments reached the FLK-KK sub-basin through alluvial fans, probably similar to those descending along the Lemagrut slopes nowadays (Hay, 1976).

When examined in detail, the basalt surface is very irregular. Local slopes vary from 1% to 10% along the entire study area. The steepest slope is 45%, corresponding to the margins of large lava thongs in S-18 (Fig. 1). There are also local depressions, such as the one located below the Zinj site, which is 3.5 m deep. This could be due to a concave base between two lava tongues, but it also matches the location of a minor fault located at FLK Zinj. It has a complex movement resulting in the deformation of tuff IB. The different sedimentary units tend to adapt to this purported concave shape.

3.1.2. Type section. Spatial distribution of sedimentation and associated processes

A Type Section was constructed that included the main sequence between Tuffs IB and IC, which could be traced along most of the transect line between FLK Zinj and PTK. The main units identified are, from bottom to top: tuff IB, clayey tuff and tuffaceous clay, intermediate reworked tuff (Chapati tuff, CHT), the Zinj clay, and Tuff IC (Fig. 2). Due to the irregularity of the basalt, the thickness of the sequence varies from 6 m to 30 cm and every identified unit overlies the basalt in someplace. A description of each unit (from older to younger) is as follows:

3.1.2.1. Tuff IB, in the vicinity of FLK, is an ash-fall tuff, both primary and reworked, that is 50 cm to 1 m thick (Hay, 1976), and has been dated to 1.845 ± 0.002 Ma and 1.839 ± 0.005 Ma in the western part of the Gorge (McHenry, 2005). Here, it has been identified as a 15 cm to 1 m thick, primary, fining upwards, and laminated tuff. It is yellow and contacts are always sharp and horizontal. It was identified as a one-meter thick deposit by Leakey (1971) at the Zinj trench just above the “bentonitic clay with desert roses crystals”. However, in the trenches opened by TOPPP in the same place, Tuff IB is only 50 cm thick. In contrast, in the FLK-KN trenches, this marker tuff is nearly 2 m thick, but decreases in thickness sharply towards the east. It is composed of a coarser term in the bottom and a very thin laminated term increases its thickness from 10 cm at FLK-Zinj to 80 cm at the KK fault.

Tuff IB overlies a waxy clay identified as bentonitic clay by Hay (Leakey, 1971). It is olive color and looks massive, probably due to abundant slickensides and bioturbation. At FLK-NN, FLK-N, and FLK-Zinj, this stratum has numerous desert roses of calcium carbonate close the top of the layer (10–15 cm in thickness).

3.1.2.2. Clay facies (clayey tuff and tuffaceous clay). Clay lake-margin facies are formed primarily of clay and a variable proportion of ashes, silt, and fine sand. Pure clay is therefore difficult to find. In all cases, bioturbation is very intense and it tends to distort the boundaries of different clay units. In the field, two main units can be distinguished based on the proportion of tuffaceous material: a) Clay Tuff and b) Tuffaceous Clay. They are considered as “Clay facies” because of their similar origin and nature.

The Clay Tuff is not very thick and usually appears above tuff IB. It has a light and compact aspect, with pale yellow (5Y 8/2) and light olive grey colors (5Y 6/2) with 5% dark components. It has some porosity (< 1 mm) and appears intensively bioturbated with carbonated roots. The textural classification is clay, composed of 67% clay, 25% silt, and 6% sand. The lower contact is planar and the upper contact is occasionally irregular, perhaps as a result of erosive processes subsequent to its deposition.

Tuffaceous Clay is the most abundant sediment between tuffs IB and IC. It usually appears above the Clay Tuff. The color is green olive (5Y 4/2) and it has fragments of tuff and mudclasts. It is compact and massive, with numerous slickensides, as well as root marks. The intensity of the dark color increases towards the upper contact, probably due to pedogenetic processes. No sedimentary interruptions or internal lamination can be observed due largely to the effect of bioturbation.

Both sediments correspond to low energy environments and decantation processes. Shallow water and subaerial exposure is documented by the abundant root marks. At FLK-NN, the top of this tuffaceous clay is the surface of OH-7 and OH-8, the archaeological level of FLK-NN3.

3.1.2.3. Chapati Tuff (CHT). Overlying the Tuffaceous Clay and below the Zinj clay, there is a laminated reworked tuff. Due to its multilayer composition, this intermediate tuff has been named the Chapati Tuff (CHT). It can be used as a marker layer because it is present along the whole study area. It is always composed by 3 main layers (Fig. 3), from bottom to top: a) a thin layer (1–5 cm), always laminated, white to light yellow color. It is composed of a tuffaceous sand and silty sand, interbedded with laminates (1 mm–20 mm thick) of green tuffaceous clay; b) a thicker layer (10–20 cm), gray colored and massive. It is composed of a tuffaceous clay with abundant fine to medium-sized tephra fragments, rounded and matrix-supported; c) a thin, massive, white tuff layer (1–3 cm) with very thin laminates of carbonate.

Layer B is a matrix-supported vitric tuff. The pyroclastic rock is formed by 20% sharp juvenile crystals (<2 mm), mainly anorthoclase, hornblende, augite, and titanomagnetite. There is a 15% component of cognate fragments, such as rounded lava fragments and glass lapilli. Quartzite clasts of metamorphic rocks appear as accidental fragments (<1%). There is a 64% component of vitric matrix with abundant plagioclase microlites and titanomagnetite. Porosity is less than 1%. This tuff has a low selection, in which crystals and cognate fragments are floating in the vitric matrix. Thus, there is no evidence of compaction of this sediment.

Although grain size within this unit can change along the study area, the proportional thickness of the three layers, their lamina- tion, and their relative position under the Zinj clay remain constant. The basal contact is always sharp, horizontal, and laminated. This reworked tuff was formed under low energy events as evidenced by the small grain size and the association with clay, even in the laminated layer. The origin of CHT is complex, as it comprises several types of sediments and structures. It could have a direct relationship with volcanism, as it increases in thickness towards the east as do the other marker tuffs in Bed I. At the 4th fault, it is 30 cm thick.
This tuff was described by Leakey as a fine-grained whitish-buff tuff at FLK Zinj and fine-grained buff-white tuff at FLKN. It overlies the archaeological level FLKNN 3 (OH7 and OH8) and contains level FLKNN2. It is also the sedimentary context where another archaeological level is documented at PTK (see Table 2).

3.1.2.4. The Zinj clay. The Zinj clay overlies CHT, usually with a sharp contact. This clay corresponds to the archaeological level 22 at FLK Zinj or level 1 at FLKN. It actually consists of two clay deposition events, each containing separate archaeological levels. The similarity of both types of sediments makes the identification of both archaeological levels difficult. Leakey (1971) grouped them into just one. The upper part of this unit is more earthy than the lower, which is more waxy and always contains more clay. At FLK Zinj, for example, the lower unit has 89% clay and the upper 71%. At FLKN, the amount of clay increases in both the lower and upper units to 95% and 85%, respectively. This pattern is also seen in trench S-10 (PTK), where the upper Zinj clay level is composed of 59% clay and the lower 73%. Color varies in these levels, but tends to be darker in the lower (dark olive grey 5Y 3/2) relative to the upper (olive 5Y 4/2).

Carbonate nodules frequently accumulate between levels and are more common and continuous to the West at FLK and especially at FLKN. The Zinj clay is widely represented along the entire FLK-KK block and even eastward of the 4th fault, although it only contains archaeological remains in the more elevated northwestern area.

This clay represents a low energy environment corresponding to lake-margin sedimentation during a high stand of the lake. To the east, the proportion of clay increases as well as its thickness (E-1 and E-3). In that area (Junction), the Zinj clay is an olive waxy clay, massive and with plenty of slickensides. This is the area most influenced by lake sedimentation.

3.1.2.5. Tuff IC. Tuff IC is a crystal tuff that erupted as an airfall tephra. It has conformed nearly perfectly to the underlying topography and maintains a constant thickness throughout the study area. Eighty percent of this pyroclastic rock is sharp juvenile crystals (<2 mm), mainly of anorthoclase, hornblende, augite, and titanomagnetite. Cognate fragments, such as altered glass lapilli, make up 5% and quartzite clasts of metamorphic rocks occasionally appear as fragments (1%). There is only a 9% vitric matrix and less than 1% of closed porosity.

This tuff has low selection and contacts between crystals are well-defined. No deformation of cognate fragments and cementation is visible. Thus, there is no compaction evidence in this unit.

Tuff IC is in direct contact with the archaeological remains of the upper Zinj level. It preserves the paleosurface of the landscape intact and therefore allows a unique opportunity to reconstruct the surficial processes that were contemporaneous with the formation of the sites. Importantly, it also preserves the geometry of the contacts and the unaltered sedimentary deposits, as the lower contact of Tuff IC is nearly always planar and sharp. The infrequent undulations on the paleosurface, such as the shallow channel-shaped contacts in trenches FLK-N 4, S-7, S-8 and S-17, are due to post-depositional processes.

3.1.3. Local variations

3.1.3.1. Tufa at FLK-NN

A spatially restricted but environmentally important tufa developed within the Zinj clay at FLKN. The resulting
carbonate mound probably stood out in the homogeneously horizontal landscape. Its origin is explained by the presence of a meteoric water source associated with the FLK fault (see Ashley et al., 2010; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). This freshwater spring is in direct relationship with the wetland identified around FLK-NN and is contemporaneous with the Zinj level. It is difficult to establish the lateral limits of the Zinj clays within the tufa mound, as they are mixed with calcium carbonate that form lenses and carbonate-rich clay layers. The mound margins themselves are discontinuous due to trampling and interbedded with the surrounding clay. The base of the mound lies on a clay layer, which may be the lower Zinj level. The bands of clay and carbonate inside the mound, and the presence of surficial water (the wetland), suggest decantation rather than a precipitation origin for the carbonates, although subaerial exposure of the spring would have favored the precipitation of calcium carbonate. Perhaps the spring terminated during one of these cycles when a thin clay layer (2–3 cm) formed on top of the mound. The geometry of these elements is complex and irregular, however, and it is certainly possible that other water sources of various sizes existed throughout the FLK fault area.

3.1.3.2. Sediment input area

In trench S-18, Tuff IC lies directly over volcanic sandstone, which is the only location in the entire study area where Tuff IC does not lie atop fine sediments. In S-18, it is massive, pale yellow, and rootmarked. No lamination, lag, channel features, or coarsening upwards have been identified. This section could represent an alluvial fan coming from the south towards the north or northeast, following the direction of a large lava tongue in S-18 (4.5 m high).

Fortunately, and despite the rarity of outcrops in this sector of the gorge, the zone of input sediment can be traced about 150 m north of S18. In S-8 and S-17, coarser sediments and thicker sections occur between Tuff IB and IC. More specifically, the tuffaceous clay and the laminated layer of Tuff IB are replaced by massive silt. The intermediate unit of CHT is composed of a 15 cm thick conglomerate of tuff fragments. Clasts are rounded, matrix supported, and less than 2 cm in diameter. In S-17, between CHT and Tuff IC, 30–40 cm of tuffaceous clay and two reworked tuffs are documented (Fig. 3). Above it, the Zinj clay contains mud clasts and small tuff fragments. Finally, Tuff IC shows shallow channel features (15 cm in depth) eroding into the Zinj clay, which is not well preserved in the Maiko Gully and the Road area (S-6, S-8 and S-17).

This input alluvial system was active at least between the Tuff IB and Tuff IC interval, but shows gradually less influence in the sequence. Tuff IB is partially eroded and silt, rather than clay, is present. Later, CHT was not replaced, but it is coarser than at other places, and finally, the Zinj clay was deposited but partially eroded. Especially during FLK Zinj times, the capability of this area to move sediment downstream was very limited. At the same time, volcanic sand was deposited in S-18 and clay in S-17. As discussed below, this represents the lowest point in the paleolandscape, so a stream could possibly have flowed through S-17. However, the homogeneity of sediment in S-18 and S-17, the absence of current features, and the reduction of energy all point to an alluvial fan rather than a fluvial system.

Another input area can be placed around S-15, also coming from the south. It transported alternating layers of tuffaceous silt and volcanic reworked sands before the deposition of Tuff IC.

3.1.3.3. Water runoff area

East of FLK-Zinj, from S-4 to S-7 (Corridor), the thickness of the sequence between Tuffs IB and IC decreases because of erosional processes. In S-4, for example, Tuff IC directly overlies CHT rather than the Zinj clay. In S-3 and S-5, the upper part of CHT is also eroded and, finally, in S-7, Tuff IC overlies the Tuffaceous Clay. These erosional processes are probably due to water runoff and rills. With the exception of Trench S-7, where a small channel feature can be identified (Fig. 4), the contact of Tuff IC is sharp and flat. Even in S-7 no evidence for channel infilling prior to the Tuff IC deposit was found. Other erosional features, again probably due to the presence of rills, have been identified at FLK-N (FLKN-7), where Tuff IC overlies the lower Zinj clay (Fig. 5).
Unfortunately, they cannot be used as marker layers due to their spatially restricted distribution. They also bear no relationship to any archaeological level, although punctuated events of surface water movement, always occurring before the formation of the CHT (except at S-7 and FLKT 6, where a local minor tuffaceous layer overlies it), can be identified. The best examples can be seen in the FLK Zinj site area and in trenches S-17, E-1, and E-3.

3.1.4. Geometry correction

Following the guidelines laid out in the Methods section, the FLK-KK block has been rotated 0.42° counterclockwise (as seen from the south) using AutoCad software (Fig. 6). The two ends of the profile (FLK-NN 3 and E-3) are probably deformed because of the drag effect of the FLK and KK faults, respectively. Sediment compaction was also considered to correct the geometry. The petrographic analysis made on Tuff IC and CHT indicates that there is no mechanical compaction (contra Blumenschine et al., 2012, Fig. 7). No evidence of deformation in the matrix was found, with even the thinnest pyroclasts unmodified. In coarse-grained tuffs such as Tuff ID, the coarse components, including pumices, are rounded and show no compaction fabrics. If other interbedded sediments, such as the clays, had undergone any mechanical compaction, important load cast figures should be observed.

Geometric correction of all the stratigraphic columns results in a 2D stratigraphic profile (Fig. 8). Deformation by drag effect at the FLK fault was also corrected for in the FLK–NN–3 section, using the minimal deformation values of tuff IF in the same point as all layers between Tuff IC and Tuff IF.

The reconstruction of the landscape combines the facies descriptions and this quantitative model, which make it possible to calculate real distances, heights, slopes, and paleosurfaces. Combining the topographic points collected along the whole study area and the sections in the south margin results in a 3D diagrammatic reconstruction (Fig. 9). It is also quantitative, though less accurate, at the south side. In both cases, 2D and 3D drawings were exaggerated 14 times so that features could be more easily identified. Two new sites equivalent to FLK Zinj and occurring on the same paleosurface were included in the 3D reconstruction: PTK and AMK (Amin Mturi Korongo), which were discovered during the 2012 and 2013 field seasons, respectively. Both PTK and AMK show the same horizontal height above the lake level as FLK-NN.

3.1.5. The Zinj paleolandscape

The resulting stratigraphic profile shows two clear areas. To the west, there was a raised platform and to the east a shallow depression (~2.2 m lower than FLK Zinj) that extended towards the KK fault. FLK-NN, FLK-N, and FLK-Zinj are all located on this raised platform, which extends 300 m from FLK-NN to S-2. FLK-N and FLK-Zinj lie at nearly the same horizontal level. At FLK-NN, which is ~40 cm below FLK N and FLK Zinj, a freshwater spring and wetland developed (see Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010 and Ashley et al., 2010). This slight difference in elevation makes the growth of arboreal plants such as palms at FLK Zinj more feasible (see Barboni et al., 2010).

The runoff area extents 125 m from the platform (S-4) to the east, and has the highest East-West slope average (0.8%) in the study area. The steepest zone (3.5%) extends for 20 m between S-2 and S-5. The deepest erosion occurred in trench S-7, where a distinct rill feature was documented (Fig. 5).

The Zinj clay was deposited over CHT in the whole study area except within the highest energy area, where sediment input

Fig. 6. Geometric correction of the FLK-KK block. Above, the actual position of the analyzed sections. Geometries of basalt and Tuffs IC and IF are also based on control points along the study area. Below, the resulting geometry after applying an anticlockwise rotation of 0.41°. See text for description.
processes created a 40–50 cm thick deposit of tuffaceous clay and some reworked tuffs. The environment was quiet enough afterwards to allow the decantation of the Zinj clay. It was probably reactivated after the deposition of Tuff IC, a process that reworked the tuff and formed small channels. The Zinj clay appears between trench S-6 (runoff area) and the KK fault (including the highest energy area), but this portion of the paleolandscape is nearly devoid of archaeological remains. East of the high energy area, the slope drops close to 0% and lies 2 m below the FLK Zinj site.

We divide the 3D model of the Zinj paleolandscape into four areas (1–4) based on depositional energy, topography, and facies (Fig. 10).

Area 1 corresponds to the supralittoral environmental belt, i.e. the border of the lake. In this area, features of subaerial exposure dominant and vegetation was largely controlled by water table oscillations. It represents the highest elevation and, in this case, connects with the lava slopes to the south. Sediment inputs, such as alluvial fans, can occur spreading along this rim. Coarser and more tuffaceous sediments are interbedded with earthy or even finer (e.g., waxy claystone) sediments. Relative to nearby areas, depositional energy in Area 1 was high, although still suitable for the formation preservation of archaeological sites (i.e. AMK).

During FLK Zinj times, the lake border curved as it conformed to the existing lava mounds. Tuff IC lies directly over the basalt, which means there were no soils in the surrounding areas to the south. In that case, the landscape close to lake Olduvai may have been a wasteland composed exclusively of lava layers and water.

Area 2 is very similar to Area 1, but the former was influenced substantially less by sediment input and experienced a lower energy depositional environment. Because it developed over a thicker substratum of sediment, the area’s soils can be deeper and the water table was probably permanent during the dry seasons than it was over the nearby basalts. Area 2 would also have been well drained during the wet seasons due to its relatively high elevation. This sustained elevation differential may have favored the development of continuous surface runoff, especially on the steepest slopes during the rains. The drainage network probably was of a radial type, draining out from the center to lower areas. Because of Area 2’s higher elevation and relatively flat geometry, it could be considered as a kind of lacustrine terrace.

Area 3 was assigned to the deepest and most lacustrine of the areas. Depositional energy is the lowest documented across the paleolandscape, although sedimentation events (inputs) did occur and are represented by thin layers of tuffaceous silt. In Area 3 both the Zinj clay and the tuffaceous clay are waxy claystones. This area is interpreted here as a mudflat. Very few archaeological remains have been found in the 8 square meters opened in area’s trenches (E-1 and E-3).

Area 4 preserves local sediment input coming from the south and probably represents the medial to distal facies of an alluvial fan. Due to the scarcity of outcrops, it is not possible to establish their limits. It is likely, however, that a well-established drainage network existed upstream. Depending on hydroclimatic conditions, the discharge consisted of bedload (intermediate reworked tuffs), suspension (silt under CHT), or just water flow. Its effects on the Zinj clay were minor in S-8 and S-17, but upstream it either eroded the deposit (S-18) or prevented its formation.

3.1.6. Evolution of the Zinj paleolandscape

Considering the complete stratigraphic record from the basalt to Tuff IC, the Zinj palaeosurface seems to have adapted to the topographic shape of the underlying FLK-NN3 palaeosurface. The Zinj palaeosurface, as the sedimentological and geometric evidence suggests, was therefore not formed as a result of significant changes to the base level or to major erosional processes. The major landscape changes occurred well before Zinj times, before even CHT was deposited. The sequence follows a series of stages:
Fig. 9. 3D reconstruction of the Zinj paleosurface based on topographic control points (vertically corrected), stratigraphic sections and facies analysis. References to paleocology are based on previous work by Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010), Ashley et al. (2010) and Barboni et al. (2010). The model decreases in precision towards the south.
Stage 1: The base level was 5–6 m below FLK Zinj during lowermost Bed I in the FLK-KK block (Fig. 11). At this time, the depocenter was situated in the west, towards the main lake. Sedimentation began there, whereas to the east the basalt outcropped 3–4 m above the lake.

Stage 2: when the base level reached the basalt, two depocenters developed. The fine-grained lake-margin sediments and Tuff IB adapted to, and partially smoothed, this paleosurface, and in so doing created a new surface. The elevation differences between these concave topographies was less than 1.5 m.

Stage 3: a lake transgression led to the deposition of the Tuffaceous Clay, which filled the local depressed areas and formed a nearly flat surface. The subsequent lake withdrawal reactivated the drainage network. These processes were concentrated in the modern Road area, where the main loss of stratigraphic sections is documented. In most of the area, erosion was probably not intense, given that the lower contact of CHT is consistently flat. The resultant surface was quite similar to the Zinj surface. Stage 4: the archaeological deposit of FLK-NN3 was formed on the Stage 3 landscape. CHT conformed to the FLK-NN3 surface, with some lateral variations, and created the FLK-NN2 and PTK-3 levels.

Finally, the Zinj clay was deposited over the CHT surface in two continuous transgressive events, forming one archaeological level each time (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010).

3.2. Archaeological study of fossil density on the FLK Zinj paleosurface

As observed in Fig. 12, there is a sharp contrast in artifact and fossil density when comparing the FLK Zinj main cluster to its surrounding paleosurface (Table 3). Bone density at the FLKNN wetland is fairly low (1.7 bones/m²). Fossil density in the central wetland (2 bones/m²) is only slightly higher than at the edge of the wetland (1.2 bone/m²). Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) higher fossil density values for the latter are just an artifact of sampling. FLKN5, situated close to Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) high-yielding trench also provided a higher density of fossils (n = 9; 2.25 per m²) and stone tools (n = 11; 2.8 artefacts per m²), which are not representative of fossil density at the edge of the wetland, as shown by data from the other FLKN trenches (Tables 1 and 3). Bone density in this area is similar to that reported for the FLK Zinj periphery, where fossil density is also low (1.5 bones/m²).

Table 3
Density values for stone tools and fossil bones on the excavated trenches on the FLK Zinj paleosurface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>FLK Zinj site</th>
<th>Bones/m²</th>
<th>Lithics/m²</th>
<th>FLK Zinj periphery</th>
<th>Bones/m²</th>
<th>Lithics/m²</th>
<th>Wetland core</th>
<th>Bones/m²</th>
<th>Lithics/m²</th>
<th>Wetland edge</th>
<th>Bones/m²</th>
<th>Lithics/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZW</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZCC</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT6b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKT10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKNWT4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLKN7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Sector</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZW (Zinj West), ZS (Zinj South), ZC (Zinj cluster), ZCC (Zinj cluster core). ZW, ZS and ZC as defined in Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010). ZCC, the densest part of ZC. Estimates are an underestimation of the original frequencies, since Leakey (1971) only drew a portion of the assemblage.
The higher frequency of fossils and stone tools at FLKN5 (and Blumenschine et al.’s adjacent trench) can be explained taphonomically. These trenches occupy the lowest portion of the FLK N gully front. The location of FLKN5 in a depressed area made it exposed to gravitational processes, such as slope gravity and water circulation. This latter process is documented indirectly through the presence of occasional small pebbles in FLKN5 and a clear NW-SE orientation of both fossils and stone tools in this trench (Fig. 13). A Rayleigh test ($Z = 8.013, p < 0.000$) and a Kuiper test ($V = 2.696, p < 0.01$) show clear anisotropy of fossils in this trench. A combined analysis for FLKN7 and FLKN8 also shows multimodal anisotropy ($V = 1.804, p < 0.05$), although a Rayleigh’s test fails to show unimodal anisotropy ($Z = 2.646, p = 0.064$) probably because of the small sample size. The divergent orientation of fossils in these trenches is suggestive of rills instead of fluvial processes as the agent of anisotropy. The average thickness of the Zinj clay in the FLK North front (10.3 cm—15 cm) is also thinner than at FLK Zinj and its surrounding trenches. This is probably due to the fact that FLKN is

Fig. 11. Evolution of lower—middle Bed I sedimentation between the basalt and the Zinj clay. See text for description. Stage 4 represents the Zinj paleosurface just prior to the deposition of Tuff IC.
slightly more elevated than FLK Zinj and therefore spatially-limited erosion of the top of the clay by, for example, small rill channels such as those documented at FLKN7 (Fig. 5), resulted in a very thin clay horizon. The thinnest clay at FLKN corresponds to those trenches that are situated within the depression of the local topography (Fig. 13), with the exception of FLKN6, which was eroded by the Ndutu unit. The location of this depression at the FLKN front (wetland edge) is roughly similar to that documented between the FLKT6 and FLKT10 interval, in which a thin tuffaceous layer is present within the clay overlying the CHT. This indicates that a drainage system was operating East of the FLK sites in a North-South direction. This may have been a rill network, since orientation of objects is different among trenches (Fig. 13). It should be stressed that the paleotopography of the wetland edge is lower to the East, towards the lake and input areas, and more elevated to the West, toward the inner part of the platform.

Bones are virtually absent in the southern sector (S1-9), either because of low landscape productivity or erosion caused by rills and sheetwash. In contrast, fossils become more abundantly represented in the distal section of the southern sector (4.6 bones/m²), surrounding the high-density site of PTK. The eastern Sector also yielded a low-productivity landscape, with only 0.6 bones/m².

The area sampled within the Zinj paleolandscape (>106 m², comprising 30 trenches) is statistically comprehensive and shows a markedly lower fossil density when compared to the main cluster at FLK Zinj itself (>30 bones/m²). Although we will not elaborate further here, it should be noted that the newly discovered PTK also shows much higher find densities than the surrounding landscape (>40 bones/m² at the main cluster) (work in progress). In our study, although some green fractures were identified on the landscape fossils (some of which bear tooth marks), not a single specimen bearing cut marks or percussion

---

**Fig. 12.** Bone and lithic artefact density (number/m²) at the main FLK Zinj areas (ZW, West Zinj; ZS, South Zinj; ZC, Zinj cluster; ZCC, Zinj cluster core), and the TOPPP trenches on the Zinj paleosurface.

**Fig. 13.** Location of the FLKN trenches and depth of the Zinj clay in each of them. Orientation of FLKN5, FLKN7 and FLKN8 (combined) is shown.
marks has been observed outside the FLK Zinj or PTK areas. These results support the statistically-based fossil density contrast between FLK Zinj and its paleolandscape previously reported by Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010). High-density bone patches existed on the Zinj paleolandscape, and these patches stand in stark contrast to the surrounding low-density scatters. Most of the evidence of hominin carcass butchery behavior and stone tool use is documented at these patches.

4. Discussion

4.1. Zinj paleolandscape

In denudational contexts, the geometric component is the most important analytical element for reconstructing ancient landscapes (see e.g., a fluvial valley evolution; Strahler, 1997; Summerfield, 1991). Successive surfaces or terraces are fragments of past landscapes that can be correlated with each other. Base level movements and associated processes can be established using quantifiable geomorphological maps (Chorley et al., 1984; Summerfield, 1991). Geometry is, therefore, the most important component, whereas sedimentology is ancillary. Furthermore, in sedimentary contexts, the reconstruction of landscapes can be much more complex and, at least geomorphologically, less accurate if based solely on stratigraphic profiles. Results can, and should, be compared with actual environments to elaborate a model. In those cases, geometry is in the background as it depends on the quantity of outcrops and the capability to measure them. The resulting models are, however, very useful to identify the distribution of habitats and reconstruct basin evolution. A good example is the abundant stratigraphic profiles made by R. Hay (1976) at Olduvai. In the specific case of Bed I, this produced evidence of, from East to West, alluvial fan, lake-margin, and lake systems. In all of them, sequences were “hung” on an arbitrary unit, which deformed the true geometry. While this approach is useful for those interested in interpreting the basin’s history, it is not sufficient on its own for a detailed landscape reconstruction. When an originally tilted or undulated marker horizon is assigned as horizontal, the resulting topography is biased and a false relief is inferred. This must be taken into account, especially in flat landscapes such as the paleolake basin during lower and middle Bed I at Olduvai.

In the present work, attention to geometry in the stratigraphic analysis resulted in a more accurate landscape reconstruction. Such methodology is especially suited to the relatively flat Zinj paleolandscape, where subtle variations in elevation resulted in important variation in environmental conditions and sedimentological processes. Water distribution and subsequent erosive processes in particular can vary greatly on even slightly irregular surfaces.

The present case study shows that low energy sediments, even on flat landscapes, can and will follow previous surfaces, a process that results in topographically non-horizontal layers. In lower and middle Bed I, four different units (Tuff IB, clays, CHT, and the Zinj clay) show nearly the same geometry. They adapt to each other, or, more precisely, to the underlying topography, because low energy processes dominated regardless of the type of sediment (clayey or volcanic). Physical characteristics, drainage network, and slope changed very little throughout the Tuff IB-IC time interval even as climate and volcanic activity remained major regulatory factors in the basin’s sediment input. The low energy environment promoted decanting processes as opposed to bed load transport. The landscape relief from Tuff IB to Tuff IC is progressively smoothed and was only disrupted by local processes in the water runoff area between FLK Zinj and Maiko Gully.

Despite the homogeneity of the depositional environment, the composition and thickness of the tuffaceous clay, CHT, and the Zinj clay change along the study area. Such variety could explain changes in the paleogeography. Finer proportions of sediments and thicker sections would be expected in deeper and lower-energy areas (Area 3). In contrast, coarser sediment and thinner layers correspond to more elevated zones, close to the border of the basin (Area 1 facies). Nevertheless, such variation in sedimentological characteristics cannot be used by itself particularly in a quantitative way, to accurately reconstruct a palaeosurface: the geometry of layers along outcrops must also be considered.

This method, and the resulting landscape reconstruction, contrasts with the interpretations recently offered by Blumenschine et al. (2012). These authors propose that the Zinj paleosurface was produced by fluvial erosion. This model is based on a stratigraphic section between FLK-NN and FLK-S (more specifically, Road in this work). In their section (Fig. 2, page 367), the authors assume: a) Tuff IB is horizontal; b) the presence of two volcaniclastic sandstones between tuffs IB and IC at FLK Zinj mean the site is on a topographic high point; c) the FLK Zinj level is not composed of two different layers of clay, but is only a single paleosurface; d) compaction values of 205% (clays), 145% (volcaniclastic sandstones) and 160% (tuffs).

The first assumption alone forces the creation of a false relief, because Tuff I-B is not horizontal. Such a biased relief shows a more elevated area in the thickest section between Tuff IB and Tuff IC, which occurs below FLK Zinj. Thinner sections correspond to depressions (Maiko Gully, FLK-N and FLK-NN). The FLK-Zinj elevation is also justified by the presence of two layers (“volcaniclastic sandstones”) between tuffs IB and IC. The lower one is present along FLK-NN to the Road, whereas the upper one is only in the Zinj area (approx. 150m between Tr 140 FLK and Tr 141 Maiko Gully North). To justify this scheme, the authors describe thesedimentation of the two layers as interbedded in the clay between Tuff IB and IC. The latter one represents the equivalent of level FLK-NN2 and overlies the OH-7 and OH-8 surface (FLK-NN3). After that, a lake withdrawal leads to a profound disconformity, forming the Zinjanthropus land surface (Blumenschine et al., 2012).

As can be seen at the FLK-Zinj site (Fig. 14), there are two tuffaceous layers below the Zinj clay. The upper one is the laminated CHT, which can be followed 1 km along the FLK-KK block. Below CHT there is another sandy reworked tuff, but it is less than 20 m wide, between trenches FLK T-2 and FLK T-4. It is clearly a very local layer, filling a shallow depression (<10 cm) and even forming an onlap shape (Fig. 14). It is not present outside the modern FLK Zinj gully and it has no relationship with any archaeological level. Both layers were plotted by Leakey (Fig. 23, Leaky, 1971) and can be seen in trenches FLK T-1, 6 and 10, aligned North-South. The upper tuffaceous layer of Leakey’s corresponds to CHT and cannot be correlated with the local reworked tuff in the FLK North trenches. In trench FLKT6, a thin reworked tuff is observed between CHT and the Zinj clay, but it corresponds to a shallow depression, given that the Zinj clay top is exactly at the same horizontal elevation as the Zinj clay at FLK Zinj. By assuming that this local layer was originally regionally deposited, Blumenschine et al. (2012) justify that its absence north and south of FLK Zinj was the result of erosion. In contrast, we show that this layer was not deposited over the FLK Zinj paleolandscape beyond the modern FLK Zinj gully (Fig. 12). This has serious repercussions for the reconstruction of the topography of the Zinj paleosurface.

The Zinj clay was deposited over CHT (the upper tuffaceous layer). At FLK-N and FLK-NN, CHT forms the archaeological level of FLK-NN2, which overlies the OH-7 and OH-8 paleosurface, which itself developed at the top of the tuffaceous clay (FLK-NN3) (Leakey, 1971). In the present reconstruction, the Zinj paleosurface developed over the same clay along the FLK-KK block. At the same time, hominins formed the FLK sites on the more elevated and exposed
areas (FLK-N and FLK-Zinj) while decantation of clay occurred in the deeper areas to the east.

Given that the thickest sequence between tuffs IB and IC coincides with FLK Zinj, Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that the resulting landscape fits with that initially proposed by Ashley et al. (2010), where FLK Zinj occurred on an elevated wooded area while a wetland was developed less than 0.5 m below it, at FLK-NN. The identification of such a depression to the northwest of Zinj at FLKN and FLKNN results from the misinterpretation of the intermediate tuffs (i.e., “siliciclastic sandstones”). Specifically, the correlation of FLK-NN2 with the lower intermediate tuff in FLK-Zinj is inaccurate, since it actually corresponds to the upper tuff (here CHT). Based on this correlation, a second landscape is constructed by Blumenschine et al. (2012, Fig. 4, page 370) where the correlation is hung on the contact between units equivalent to Leakey’s FLK-NN Levels 1 and 2 (straight horizontal line). Not only the correlation, but also the assumption of horizontal levels, leads to a misinterpretation of the paleolandscape.

Regarding the energy of the Zinj paleolandscape, Blumenschine et al. (2012) suggest that it is periodically flooded by an anastomosing river system, whose thalwegs are in Maiko Gully and FLK-S (Road). The corresponding river channel style “was analogous to active and abandoned, low-gradient (<1:3400) river channels described from the modern Okavango Fan” (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 371). However, the gradient of Tuff IC, measured from the road area to the south, is 1:55. That means that the slopes projecting southward from the lake-margin are even greater. Sedimentologically, no fluvial deposit has been identified just below Tuff IC in the location pointed out by Blumenschine et al. (2012). Typical elements of anastomosing rivers, including cohesive and steep-sided channel banks, frequent crevasses and levees (see Miall, 2006) are not present in the outcrops and trenches.

What is more, their reconstruction (see Fig. 4 of Blumenschine et al., (2012)) requires the river to reach more than 1 m in depth before overflowing onto the Zinj site. This entails a minimum river cross-section of 200 m² (even more as the right margin is not represented). If one combines that cross-section with the calculated gradient, the result is a huge river system that should have left obvious evidence for its existence (e.g., bedload bars). In our corrected scheme (Fig. 6), the “flooded” cross-section should be much greater: at least 2.2 m in depth and more than 600 m wide.

As further conclusive proof of the lack of a river by the Zinj “peninsula”, a new site (PTK) was found at the same horizontal height as FLK Zinj and FLK-N in the middle of the purported river channel (N30E, Fig. 6 of Blumenschine et al., (2012)). This site is also overlaid by Tuff IC and preserves two clay levels similar to those reported at FLK Zinj, both of which contain archaeological levels (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). If a river existed in the area, a site would not have been formed in a clay deposit that preserved even the casts of plants on its surface. Therefore, the presence of a river or other high-energy geological processes in the vicinity of FLK Zinj should be discarded.
The only fluvial or alluvial processes recorded in lower and middle Bed I corresponds to those already described in the input area (S-18) and probably in S-17 (150 m north). Even smaller channels of no more than 2–3 m of width and 1 m of depth transported large-sized grain loads, including gravel and sand, on the 1:100 gradient of the reconstructed mudflats (Blumenschine et al., 2012).

Blumenschine et al. (2012) also justify their river interpretation through the presence of small overflow channels at FLK-Zinj that follow an East-West direction. More specifically, they categorize one channel feature described by Leakey (1971) at FLK-Zinj and another in identified in Trench 138 as a distributary channel similar to those documented in the modern Okavango delta. Leakey (1965) mentions the presence of “a small channel exposed in the Trial Trench, 1 ft. 9 in. (53 cm) of width and 1 ft. 2 in. (35 cm) deep (W/D = 1.5), infilled with a broken-down earthy clay similar to the paleosol level” of the Zinjanthropus floor (pg. 49). In her Fig. 23, Leakey (1971) depicts a channel 64 cm wide and 24 cm deep (W/D = 2.6). An infill of silty clay different from the Zinj clay is also identified. Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that high levels of compaction (145%–205%) must have operated in order to obtain smaller W/D ratios (~0.9) and the possible presence of peat in the channel. However, these authors did not find any evidence of peat in their excavations and neither did Ashley et al. (2010). In addition, petrographic analyses carried out by TOPPP on these sediments indicate that mechanic compaction is 0%.

The Tuff IC deposit is a unique opportunity to identify the geological processes affecting the Zinj paleolandscape, since it contributed to the preservation of the microtopography, the surface geometry, and the associated deposits. Given the ashfall nature of Tuff IC, it has not modified the original position of any underlying deposit and any materials contained therein.

In addition, practically all contact planes of Tuff IC with the underlying sediments are virtually flat and straight. Only two clear channel-shape contacts were identified, in Trench S-7 (150 m. East of Zinj) and at Trench FLK-N 7 (FLK-N). The former was 40 cm wide and 15 cm deep and was filled with tuffaceous clay (Fig. 4). This exceptional contact resembles channels created by rills. In FLK-N, another rill, (15 cm deep and 60 cm wide) is eroding the upper layer of the Zinj clay (Fig. 5).

Channel features make up less than 1% of the total documented Tuff IC-Zinj clay contact. Flat erosive contacts are more frequent (<5%) and are concentrated in the runoff area (127 m) east of the Zinj site (S-2 to S-6). Sheetflow runoff eroded the Zinj clay and the top of CHT without leaving any lag or deposits of greater grain size. In both cases, runoff erosion starts near the border of the platform containing the archaeological sites. This process was more pronounced on the east side, probably because water could more easily drain out to the deepest point in S-8 (Road). Potential energy is higher at this location, coinciding with the steepest slopes in the study area: 0.8% between S-2 and S-8 (127 m) and 3.5% along the 20 m between S-2 and S-5. Note that slopes are previous to runoff because of layer adaptation processes (see Fig. 11). Headwater erosion could also have occurred towards the west. All these suggest water runoff as the most likely erosional factor on the Zinj paleolandscape, as it occurred on the topographically high platform upon which the archaeological sites rest (Area 3). As the clay is cohesive and erosion is due to precipitation runoff, without external inputs, this process has not left any deposit. After the deposition of a non-cohesive and very low-density sediment (Tuff IC), the same process could generate structures including laminations and cut-fill channels in Tuff 1C.

Runoff rills are extremely common in the lacustrine floodplains of modern African lake systems Africa (Fig. 15). They are very active during the rainy season and produce uneven “discomforming”

Fig. 15. A. Irregular topography of Lake Masek margin, including a rill channel. B, same channel showing typical fluvial structures including lamination and fining upwards sedimentation.

Fig. 16. Two examples from Lake Masek (upper) and Lake Ndutu (lower) showing classical lacustrine terraces creating elevated platforms with wooded vegetation. The erosive steps are created by lake transgression—regression cycles and headwater erosion. Small rills are visible on the Lake Masek margin. These modern examples could be good proxies for the erosion documented south of FLK Zinj.
surfaces because of their great erosive capacity (Fig. 16). Although very shallow rills do not show fining upwards structures in a clayey environment, those wider than one meter usually do when clastic sediment is available upstream (Fig. 15). If such observations pertain to such small channels, fluvial channels >100 m should certainly also show these structures. None of this has been documented for the purported mega-channel south of FLK Zinj reconstructed by Blumenschine et al. (2012). Observations of modern lake floodplains also show that bank erosion occurs in those areas that mark the transition between the outermost reach of lake transgression and the non-flooded alluvial plains (Fig. 16). This creates a topographic high surrounded by small escarpments formed by headwater erosion that enhances inland rill formation during the wet season.

Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that the hydroplasticity of the clay accounts for the distribution of fossils and artefacts from the FLK Zinj surface into the underlying units of Leakey’s trench. This statement is also unsupported, given that experimentation on clay plasticity shows that when this happens, items occur vertically without hiatus (Domínguez-Solera and Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). In the FLK Zinj clay stratum, what is observed is that most fossils occur on the top few cm and the bottom of the stratum with almost no fossils found in between (see Figs. 5 and 8 in Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). This indicates that these fossils belong at least to a minimum of two independent depositional events. Furthermore, hydroplasticity is easily identified by non-linear contacts and waxy or globular contacts in between strata. None of this is documented at FLK Zinj, where the Zinj paleosurface and the overlying Tuff IC contact is mostly planar and horizontal.

4.2. Hominin behavior and productivity of the FLK Zinj paleolandcape

Despite a wealth of taphonomic evidence, some authors still argue (without clear taphonomic support [see Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2014]) that hominins visited FLK Zinj to passively scavenge from other carnivores (Pante et al., 2012) and that the site “was not an isolated occupation but a part of the land surface used intensively by hominins” (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 364), implying that bone deposition surrounding FLK Zinj was as intense as at the site. Furthermore, these authors also argue that “the high predation risk, evidenced by large carnivore feeding traces” (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 364). We argue that both statements are taphonomically unsupported. Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010) performed a sampling of >10000 m² of the paleo-landscape surrounding FLK Zinj and encountered a statistically supported significant contrast in bone density between the strict boundaries of the site and the remainder of the landscape. Most of the trenches are either devoid of macromammal fossils or preserve them in very low numbers. This supports the central-place character of FLK Zinj and refutes the claim that it represents part of a continuum of densely bone-covered areas.

Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) sample (n = 13 trenches covering >500 m) is substantially more reduced than TOPPP’s sample (n = 30 trenches covering a larger distance). In none of their trenches have Blumenschine et al. (2012) reported any accumulation that could be statistically comparable to the core area of FLK Zinj. For example, in their trenches adjacent to the site they document <4 bones/m², in contrast to the dozens of fossils per square meter documented at the site’s main cluster (see highlighted area in Domínguez-Rodrigo et al’s (2010) Figure 6). A similar density (~5 bones/m²) is documented on their reconstructed wetland edge in the vicinity of FLK N. Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that bone densities on parts of the landscape surrounding FLK Zinj, especially on the “edge of the peninsula” are greater than those reported by Leakey (1971) at the site. However, Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. (2010) point out that bone density at FLK Zinj itself varies according to area. Leakey (1971) excavated a high-density cluster of fossils and a peripheral area virtually devoid of bones. Average estimates of the whole excavated area are bound to underestimate the true bone density at the site’s main locus. Leakey unearthed 300 m² to make sure she delimited the boundaries of the site. She could have excavated a bigger area and, had she done so, the lower density areas away from the core would have depressed the overall site bone density. For this reason, only the core area of the site (i.e., the main cluster) will reflect the true bone density at FLK Zinj. In the main cluster (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010, Fig. 6 for a gridded division of the site), for instance, 17 m² of the site show >20 macrovertebrate bones/m², several orders higher than the values reported by OLAPP in their highest bone-yielding area, the wetland edge, with 5.2 bones/m² (Blumenschine et al., 2012, Table 1). Some squares show a density higher than 40 specimens. Surrounding the densest area, 10 squares show densities >15 specimens/m². It should be emphasized that these figures are underestimates, since Leakey (1971) drew only a portion of the assemblage. Despite this, none of the trenches excavated by OLAPP or TOPPP show comparable densities. In the FLK Zinj core area, 27 m² (that is, less than one tenth of the excavated area) contain 667 bones out of the 1283 bones (~50%) drawn by Leakey for the whole site. About 90% of Leakey’s excavated area, peripheral to the main cluster, shows <13 specimens/m². This contrast provides solid confirmation that nowhere on the paleolandcape (not even in the periphery of the site) was bone accumulated at a rate comparable to the FLK Zinj main area.

Given that Leakey drew only a portion of the excavated assemblage (excluding the smallest specimens), the density figures reported above surely underestimate the true density of the main cluster (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2012). OLAPP does not specify if their bone counts include fragments <2–3 cm, which were not usually drawn by Leakey (1971). If these fragments are included in their counts, the comparisons are potentially misleading, since Leakey drew only 1283 fossils out of >40.000 faunal remains. Excluding micromammals and avian remains, Leakey’s Zinj vertibrate sample (including indeterminate fragments) is composed of ~15.000 fossils, which provides a conservative estimate of 50 bones/m³ within the entire excavated area and a substantially higher number if only the main cluster is considered.

The high degree of carnivore feeding traces in the FLK Zinj paleoassemblage and the associated inference of intense carnivore-hominin competition at the site are also incorrect, based as they are on the misinterpretation of biochemical marks by Blumenschine (1995), Selvaggio (1994), and Capaldo (1995) as carnivore-made marks (Domínguez-Rodrigo and Barba, 2006, 2007). The actual number of tooth marks on midshafts from all carcasses at FLK Zinj is <20%, which is lower than any Carnivore-first experimental model. These low carnivore estimates at FLK Zinj have recently been replicated by Parkinson (2013). According to Blumenschine’s own experiments (1995), this would be indicative of primary access to fleshed carcasses by hominins. The FLK Zinj assemblage represents one of the least carnivore-modified assemblages in all of Bed I (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007). The intermittent activities of carnivores at FLK Zinj seem to coincide with their general scarcity in the surrounding landscape as taphonomically documented in the pene-contemporaneous assemblage of FLK NN and the fossils found in the areas around the junction, very few of which bear tooth marks (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010, and present work).
The lingering idea that hominins used FLK Zinj as a scavenging provisioning arena is at odds with current taphonomic evidence (Bunn and Pickering, 2010; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2014). This view of hominin survival has never satisfactorily explained exactly which carnivore(s) hominins were actually scavenging from. What carnivore, for example, could have provided hominins with Antidorcas and Kobus, which are the most frequently butchered animals at FLK Zinj? Such different carcass sizes would imply more than one carnivore type. Furthermore, what carnivore would allow other carnivores (including hominins) to repeatedly steal its prey (~50 carcasses were exploited by hominins at FLK Zinj) and then permit the thief to remain on-site to consume its spoils? Why would hominins be exploiting carnivore kills at FLK Zinj while overlooking the dozens of carcasses that were accumulated by felids only tens of meters away FLK N? (The fauna at FLK N was accumulated mainly by carnivores over an extended period of time, and hominin presence throughout the nine archaeological levels is evidenced by stone tools that apparently were not used for systematic carcass butchery (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007; Bunn et al., 2010).

4.3. Hominins and crocodiles at FLK Zinj

Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) interpretation that hominins may have been accumulating carcass parts obtained from crocodile kills in the wetland is based on six specimens with purported crocodile tooth marks among a sample of thousands of bones found at FLK Zinj and FLKNN.

If the setting where FLK Zinj and FLKNN were formed were hazardous because of crocodile presence, a strong taphonomic signature of crocodile activities would be expected on the bones accumulated at the sites and their surrounding landscape. Baquedano et al. (2012) showed that bisected marks could represent >40% of marks inflicted by crocodiles. In a crocodile-infested environment, one would expect high number of carcass remains both accumulated and consumed by crocodiles, with correspondingly high frequencies of bones (80%) bearing at least one bisected mark (Njau, 2006; Baquedano et al., 2012). This is supported by actualistic studies, where the 75% of the bones from presumed prey of crocodiles in pond and riverine settings show carinated marks (Njau, 2006). In contrast, Njau (2006) and Blumenschine et al. (2012; Table 3) claim that only 2 bones from FLK Zinj (1.1%), 2 bones from FLKNN3 (4.6%) and 2 bones from their trenches bore bisected marks. This suggests a rather marginal presence of crocodiles in the paleolandscape and, thus, a low risk of predation. The specimen numbers of the bones with bisected marks as identified by Njau (2006) and Njau and Blumenschine (2006, 2012) were not reported, and thus cannot be corroborated by other researchers, but in another independent taphonomic study of the FLK Zinj and FLKNN assemblages, no clear bisected mark caused by crocodiles was identified (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007). In addition, in a recent landscape study of 10,000 m² of the FLK 22 paleolandscape did not identify a single bone showing any trace of crocodile-inflicted modifications (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). This argues against the location being hazardous because of crocodile presence or that crocodiles could have been a potential source of carcasses for scavenging hominins. This underscores that no secure crocodile damage is identifiable on fossils from the Zinj paleosurface other than the specimens reported by OLAPP. It is suggestive that while FLKNN (another small portion of exposed land in Blumenschine et al.’s [2012] interpretation) is situated at the heart of a wetland, no crocodile-damaged bones or crocodile fossils are reported from this site.

Baquedano et al. (2012) provided compelling arguments against the felid-crocodile interpretation in the modification of the hominin fossil OH35 found at FLK Zinj (Njau and Blumenschine, 2012; Blumenschine et al., 2012). They argued that the marks on the distal tibia are effectively indistinguishable from those inflicted by a small mammalian carnivore. It is known that OH35 and OH8 derive from different strata (with the latter bearing more compelling crocodile-imported marks). The available evidence cannot be used to determine whether a leopard-like mammalian carnivore or a crocodile modified the OH35 tibia as opposed to a jackal or other small-sized carnivore. Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) assertions about the hazards of carnivore predation at the site, the socio-economic function of FLK Zinj, and hominin interactions with other biotic elements are, thus, logically unlikely and empirically unsupported.

4.4. Paleobotanical evidence of paleolandscape vegetation

Several questions regarding the “central-place” nature of FLK Zinj are crucial. Why did hominins select that specific spot to carry out activities? It has been traditionally argued that the Olduvai Bed I sites, particularly those in the junction area, were located on a lacustrine floodplain not far from the lake shoreline (Leakey, 1971; Hay, 1976; Blumenschine and Masao, 1991). However, most of the space in a floodplain is open and, thus, subject to rather intense competition on the seasonal basis. If the Olduvai sites are the result of repeated transport of carcasses by carnivores and hominins, it is unlikely that these spots were located in open spaces.

Recent geochemical work has shown that FLK Zinj was situated a few meters away (200 m) from a permanent source of potable water, which probably enabled the existence of tree cover and bush vegetation at and around the site (Ashley et al., 2010). This interpretation received support from soil isotope data published by Sikes (1994) in which she identified a riverine or ground water forest within a 1 km² area covered by Blumenschine and Masao’s (1991) initial landscape study area in lowermost Bed II in 1989.

The presence of woody plants, trees, and shrubs is also attested by the discovery of abundant micro-botanical remains in the form of globular silica bodies (phytoliths) in the archaeological level 22 (Ashley et al., 2010). In modern soils, the abundance of globular granulate phytoliths typical of woody dicots (mainly trees and shrubs) and globular echinate phytoliths typical of palms (Piperno, 1988) reflects the density of the tree cover (Barbón et al., 2007) and therefore may be used to reconstruct past vegetation types at paleoanthropological sites (i.e., WoldeGabriel et al., 2009). At Zinj, globular (arboreal) phytoliths make up nearly 95% of some samples. Percentages do not necessarily reflect the density of tree cover, however, since phytoliths are prone to poor preservation and preferential dissolution may have biased the fossil assemblage.

Blumenschine et al. (2012: 364) state that the “FLK Peninsula supported groves of trees” and that their “…landscape reconstruction delimits the vegetation mosaic indicated by previous work” but they fail to provide any botanical evidence for 1) trees contemporaneous with the FLK Zinj site, and 2) a vegetation mosaic. First, a “vegetation mosaic” can only be identified at the landscape scale (i.e. tens of km) and therefore cannot be sampled within a 530 m long transect between FLK 5 (their trench 148) and FLK NN (their trench 135). A <1 km long transect only provides a vegetation reconstruction at the local, site scale. Their paleoecological reconstruction is thus incorrectly referred to as a “refined landscape context” (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 379). The macro-botanical remains they recovered from Trenches 147 and 134 only partially support the presence of trees: “Silicified woody plant stems and/or branches of 2–3 cm in diameter and up to 1 m long” and “…woody plants the size of herbs and shrubs… are not proof for single stem woody perennial plants >2 m high; that is, trees as defined by botanists and ecologists. The presence of trees or any other woody plant is also not attested by the phytolith data because
they write that “Most phytoliths derive from grasses and possibly other monocots such as sedges”. Therefore, the only evidence for woody plants and palms comes from a reference the authors failed to cite (Ashley et al., 2010). This earlier work shows high relative abundance of forest indicator phytoliths (43%–71%, mainly globular granulate and globular echinate types) at FLK Zinj, which can be interpreted as clear evidence for the presence of woody plants and palms.

Blumenschine et al. (2012: 365) believe that “wooded settings afford hominins more varied resources than open-vegetation settings, plus arboreal refuge from predation” but, again, no evidence is provided to validate this conceptual model. The only botanical evidence for a wooded to densely wooded environment at FLK Zinj was provided by the phytolith content of eight (over 10) samples collected directly below Tuff IC and published by Ashley et al. (2010).

We disagree with Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) belief that wood pieces (trees, shrubs) cannot co-occur with sedges (Cyperaceae), grasses (Poaceae), or other dicots (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 373). Sedges co-occur with large trees and lianas in the groundwater- or spring-forest at Manyara National Park, a forest which occurs as an azonal local vegetation patch within the zonal savanna shrubland that dominates the landscape (Greenway and Vesey-Fitzgerald, 1969). The cattail Typha and trees such as Sesbania sesban, Acacia xanthophloea, and the palm tree Hyphaene petersiana also co-occur in groundwater discharge areas, such as one can observe at several places on the northeast side of Lake Eyasi’s floodplain (D.B. personal observation) (Fig. 17).

There are important methodological issues that determine Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) results and interpretations. One is time resolution. Sampling below the Zinj surface is not time-constrained. Because we cannot know how much of the sedimentary unit underwent erosion, time-constrained samples can only be found at the direct contact with a volcanic tuff. Hence, the phytolith samples that were collected from immediately below the clay unit named the “Zinjanthropus land surface” in OLAPP trenches (Blumenschine et al., 2012: 368) are unlikely to be of the same age. If they were, which is currently impossible to verify, it would be totally fortuitous. Only the samples collected directly below Tuff IC are contemporaneous and therefore can be compared and interpreted as local variation in the paleovegetation cover.

4.5. Why the acid insoluble fraction (AIF) is not an appropriate residue for a proper microscopic observation of fossil phytoliths

Phytoliths, which are biogenic silica bodies made of hydrated opal A (SiO$_2$, nH$_2$O), cannot be observed under the microscope without an adequate chemical preparation of the sediments. Such preparation consists of removing 1) the carbonates, 2) the organic matter, and 3) the minerals (e.g. Lentfer and Boyd, 1998). Carbonates and organic matter are removed by acid digestion, while minerals such as quartz and clays are removed mechanically. Acids such as HF cannot be used to destroy silicate minerals because they will destroy the phytoliths as well. Clays are therefore removed by decantation or centrifugation, and heavy minerals by densimetric separation using a heavy liquid (e.g. ZnBr$_2$ or Sodium polytungstate at d = 2.3). This protocol was successfully applied to Miocene paleosols from Central Africa (Novello, 2012). Pliocene paleosols

Fig. 17. Photographs of two groundwater discharge areas near the locality of Kisima Ngeda situated on the northeastern floodplain of Lake Eyasi. A. Freshwater pond with Typha, Cyperaceae, and young specimens of the water-loving tree Sesbania sesban (Fabaceae). Saline Lake Eyasi is located in the far background. B. Composite photograph of an ecotone between the Typha swamp and the Acacia xanthophloea-Hyphaene petersiana woodland at Kisima Ngeda. Sesbania sesban trees are pioneers that colonize the freshwater ponds. Photos by D. Barboni (June 2011).
from Ethiopia (Barboni et al., 1999; WoldeGabriel et al., 2009), and Pleistocene paleosols and sediments from Olduvai in Tanzania (Ashley et al., 2010; Barboni et al., 2010). The protocol used by R.M. Albert and M. Bamford to prepare their samples from Olduvai was obviously less successful, as it resulted in many sterile and sub-sterile samples, too poor to provide reliable phytolith counts despite repeated attempts (Albert et al., 2006; Bamford et al., 2006, 2008; Blumenschine et al., 2012). To carry out their microscopic observation of phytoliths, Albert et al. (2006) use the acid insoluble fraction of the sediment, i.e. the residue obtained after carbonates and organic matter were destroyed by HCl and H2O2. Their protocol lacks two important steps: 1) the removal of clays, and 2) the removal of heavy minerals. These time-consuming but unavoidable steps in the procedure are required in order to obtain residues that are highly concentrated in phytoliths and that are clean enough to allow the observation of phytoliths under the microscope.

At Olduvai, the sediment samples are rich in clays and in volcanic ashes. We accelerate the removal of clays by using a defloculant (sodium hexametaphosphate at pH 7) and centrifugation. Centrifugation time and speed are calculated based on Jackson (1956)’s formula and take into account the characteristics of the centrifuge that is being used. Ashes are problematic, but we managed to partially remove them from the final residue by using a magnet of 500 micro-tesla. The residue was placed in a small beaker and soaked in distilled water. We moved the magnet on the glass walls of the beaker, which attracted the magnetic particles, notably the ashes.

4.6. The influence of count size on the sampling error for the percentages: a total sum of 200 phytoliths is usually not enough

Since the 1960s, ecologists and also palynologists have increasingly appreciated the importance of the sampling effort required to obtain, on the one hand, an accurate evaluation of species (or pollen taxa) diversity and, on the other hand, statistically sound percentages. In ecology, the sampling effort is represented by the size of the quadrant surveyed in the field. In palynology, it is represented by the number of pollen grains (or phytoliths) counted under the microscope. As a general rule, the greater the sampling effort, the greater the taxa diversity. However, after a certain threshold, the taxa diversity of a site levels off, such that it is not worth increasing the sampling effort to increase the number of taxa found. This threshold is, unsurprisingly, low for sites with low taxa diversity and correspondingly high for sites with high taxa diversity (e.g. Preston, 1962; D. Barboni, 2000). Recently, Strömberg (2009) showed that the sampling error associated with percentages (e.g. of grass phytoliths) is influenced by the count size of the taxa in question (i.e. the grass phytoliths in our example), and by the value of the percentage, not by the total number of phytoliths counted. Explicitly, if grass phytoliths account for 10% in a sample, the sampling error is ±7% at a count of 50 grass phytoliths; it is ±4% at a count of 200 grass phytoliths. If grass phytoliths account for 30%, the sampling error is ±12% at a count of 50 grass phytoliths; it is reduced to ±6% at a count of 200 grass phytoliths. Blumenschine et al. (2012; 368) advocate “a minimum of 200 morphologically diagnostic phytoliths … to obtain a ca. 20% error margin in interpretation (Albert and Weiner, 2001).” These authors appear unaware that the sampling effort must vary according to the phytolith type diversity of each sample. They are also unaware that the quality of their data is impossible to evaluate because they do not provide the detailed description of the phytolith types they observed, the total phytolith sum obtained for each sample, and the taxonomical attribution they decided to apply to each phytolith type they observed.

4.7. Taxonomical attribution of phytolith types

Because one phytolith type is generally produced by many plant species, and because one plant species produces many different phytolith types, the interpretation of phytolith assemblages preserved in soils and sediments is not straightforward. The taxonomical attribution of phytoliths to plant taxa relies on 1) the observation of phytoliths extracted from botanical specimens, and 2) the statistical analysis of the modern reference material to evaluate the strength of the phytoliths-to-plant–taxon relationships. Thorough descriptions of the observed phytolith types eases comparisons with other published work, which are another way to evaluate the strength of the phytolith-plant taxon relationship. Few published studies include those two steps (Strömberg, 2003; Novello, 2012). The phytolith data interpretation by Blumenschine et al. (2012) rely heavily on a modern phytolith reference collection (Bamford et al., 2006), which lacks 1) rigorous phytolith type descriptions (as noted elsewhere Shillitio, 2013), and 2) a statistical analysis of the phytolith types to plant taxa relationships. To date, we argue that their phytolith identification and assignment to botanical taxa such as “grass inflorescence,” “grass stem,” “monocots,” and “dicots” is flawed, if not fallacious. For example, although phytoliths produced by grass inflorescences are mainly of the rondel type (e.g. Mulholland, 1989; Novello, 2012), rondel phytolith types cannot be assigned only to “grass inflorescences” because many grass species (e.g., among the Chloridoideae subfamily) produce rondel phytolith types in the leaf epidermis (e.g. Barboni and Bremond, 2009). As noted by Shillito (2013), further work on inflorescences is still needed to fully evaluate the morphological overlap between grasses and other (non-grass) species. Silicified bulliform cells not only occur in grass epidermis as stated by Blumenschine et al. (2012; 373) but also in sedges (Novello et al., 2012).

The ever-increasing number of publications allows the taxonomical identification of phytoliths to continue improving, and therefore should help improve earlier paleoenvironmental reconstructions. In a publication, it is critical scientific practice to provide the phytolith-to-plant taxa assignment table used for the paleovegetation inference. Such a correspondence table, which allows for adjustments and corrections in light of increasing knowledge, has only been provided rarely for studies at Olduvai (Ashley et al., 2010; Barboni et al., 2010).

4.8. A tale of two paleoecological reconstructions

Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that floodplains 1 km away from the perennial lake in modern settings analogous to paleo-lake Olduvai indicate that FLK Zinj was situated within a mudflat on a treeless marshland. They further argue that only a river large enough to have created a topographic high point would have enabled an area where a lowered water table would have allowed the growth of trees. This high area would have been a narrow strip of trees, standing in contrast with the surrounding open landscape, thus acting as a magnet for carnivores and the hominins that scavenging their kills. This intense use of the high point is attested by the presence of hyena and jackal remains at the site.

This scenario has several shortcomings. One is the use of modern proxies. Tree-covered and bushy habitats are found well within 1 km of the lake shoreline at several African lakes similar to paleo-lake Olduvai, so there is no need to invoke the presence of a river or even a marshland. If one overlooks the overwhelming taphonomic evidence in favor of a Human–Carnivore scenario at FLK Zinj (see above and Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2014), and growing evidence for primary access by hominins to carcasses at even older sites (Sahnouni et al., 2012; Ferraro et al., 2013), the main logic of...
Blumenschine et al.’s (2012) argument is that trees only existed at FLK Zinj and not FLK NN, which limited carnivore activity to FLK Zinj and therefore produced a common-amenity spot. According to these authors, the paucity of carcasses at FLKNN 1 means that this site was rarely visited by carnivores.

Blumenschine (1986) produced a wealth of data indicating that open vegetation landscapes were the most hazardous and carnivore-laden in African savannas. He also showed that wooded, closed-vegetation habitats were only sporadically visited by carnivores and, therefore, the least hazardous for hominins. He suggested that if hominins were using wooded habitats, it must have been as refuges and safe spots (Blumenschine, 1991; Blumenschine et al., 1994; Capaldo, 1995). This was corroborated by actualistic research in wooded alluvial habitats (Domínguez-Rodrigo, 2001). For this reason, he interpreted FLK Zinj as a very dangerous spot when reconstructed to have been situated in the middle of a barren floodplain (Blumenschine and Masao, 1991). Now, given the increasing evidence that FLK Zinj was in the middle of a densely wooded habitat, Blumenschine et al. (2012) argue that this paleo-setting was dangerous because carnivores may also have been attracted to it. As far as modern proxies go, wooded alluvial habitats are the least dangerous in savanna ecosystems because they are the least frequented habitats by large mammalian predators (Domínguez-Rodrigo, 2001), Blumenschine et al. (2012) conceive of the Zinj “peninsula” as a very narrow strip of vegetation surrounded by largely open landscapes. Blumenschine et al. (2012) depicted FLKNN 1 as another topographic high in the wetland, which lacked trees and did not invite carnivore presence. This is disproved by Barbón et al.’s (2010) work, which found compelling evidence of tree vegetation in the form of phytoliths (including woody dicots and palm trees) at this site as well as at FLK Zinj. In addition, it was at FLK NN1 and not FLK Zinj that a carnivore taphonomic signal was detected (Barba and Domínguez-Rodrigo, 2007). Phytoliths show that the area between FLK Zinj and FLKNN was densely covered in wooded vegetation. If this small paleo-landscape sample surrounding both sites is indicative of closed-vegetation, no intensive use of this space by carnivores can be a heuristic argument, if using similar modern savanna environments.

Considering the FLKNN sequence, a minimum of 65 macro-mammal carcasses is represented (~50 at FLK Zinj, combining its upper and lower levels). A minimum of 14 large mammals is represented at FLK NN1. Therefore, FLKNN does not seem to have been a less attractive site than FLK Zinj for animals in general and carnivores in particular. Isaac’s (1983) conception of sites as common-amenity places did not necessarily involve hominin-carnivore interactions of the type described by Blumenschine et al. (2012), but simply the sequential and independent use of the space. A factor not properly considered by Blumenschine et al. (2012) is that sites are essentially diachronic palimpsests of varied length. The presence of hyenas and jackals at FLK Zinj do not necessarily indicate that they interacted directly with hominins, only that they visited, and died at, the site, perhaps well before or after its use by hominins. It is highly unlikely that hominins scavenged any remains from hyenas or jackals (Blumenschine, 1986), as shown taphonomically (Bunn and Kroll, 1986; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007). Given the lack of taphonomic indicators that felids were involved with the bone accumulation at FLK Zinj and that no remains of felids were found at the site, there is no empirical support for a felid presence at FLK Zinj as potential providers of carcasses for scavenging hominins. In contrast, strong felid taphonomic signals have been identified at the three levels of FLK NN. Furthermore, there is physical evidence of their presence at the site in the form of remains belonging to Megaceros at FLKNN 1 (Barba and Domínguez-Rodrigo, 2007). In sharp contrast, hominin presence at FLKNN 1 is documented by heavy-duty pounding stone tools, which they did not use to process any scavengable remains, as reflected in the absence of hominin-impacted marks on the accompanying bone assemblages. If hominins were scavenging from felids on the Zinj paleosurface, it is at FLK NN that such evidence should be found. None exists in any of the FLKNN assemblages (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007).

The discovery of chemical and especially paleobotanical (phytoliths) evidence for tress at FLK NN also shows that from being an isolated wooded spot, FLK Zinj was part of a larger tree-covered alluvial platform, although FLK Zinj does appear to have been situated within the most densely wooded part (Ashley et al., 2010), all of which attests to its non-hazardous nature: the more closed a habitat is, the lesser the impact of carnivores (Blumenschine, 1986; Domínguez-Rodrigo, 2001). Therefore, carnivores did not need to clutter FLK Zinj with carcasses. Evidence thus shows that a) the only documented carnivores to have been at FLK Zinj are hyenas and jackals, and their roles were limited to scavenging; b) other areas with trees (FLKNN) were used primarily by felids, as both bone modification patterns and felid fossils show (this is documented similarly in FLKNN higher in the stratigraphic sequence) (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007) and, further, that hominins did not process the carcasses that felids were consuming at these sites; c) crocodiles must have been a marginal element in the FLKNN wetland, certainly not common enough to have been a regular source of scavengable carcasses given the virtual absence of crocodile-modified bones on the Zinj paleosurface, in contrast with what is documented in alluvial spots where crocodiles are active bone-modifying agents (Njau, 2006).

5. Conclusions

FLK Zinj occupied a location on the southern edge of an elevated platform by the lake floodplain. Although previous work depicted this high point as a peninsula (Ashley et al., 2010), given the similar altitude of the paleosurface at both FLK Zinj to FLKNN, the evidence recently obtained and presented in this work is more suggestive of an extensive platform extending towards the north. Judging from the preserved sedimentary sequences, the northernmost point was occupied by a localized wetland, likely caused by a spring (FLKNN 1). Although Blumenschine et al. (2012) depict FLKN1 as an island surrounded by water in the middle of the wetland, as in the Okavango delta, the FLKNN sedimentary record argues otherwise. Taphonomic work carried out on FLKNN1, FLKNN2, and FLKNN3 shows that carcasses were being transported and modified almost exclusively by carnivores (probably felids) throughout the entire sequence (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2007), clearly indicating that FLKNN was not completely surrounded by water. Due to the lack of sedimentary exposure, it cannot be determined whether the wetland continued northwards past FLKNN, but its use by mammals and the abundance of tree phytoliths found within the FLKNN 1 level suggest that the site, rather than being completely covered by water, was probably accessible from the westward prolongation of the platform.

Although Blumenschine et al. (2012) emphasized the open nature of the landscape surrounding FLK Zinj, the available evidence shows its mixed character (Ashley et al., 2010; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010), as supported by abundant paleoecological data (Leakey, 1965; Jaeger, 1976; Bonnefille, 1984; Shipman and Harris, 1988; Plummer and Bishop, 1994; Sikes, 1994; Spencer, 1997; Fernández-Jalvo et al., 1998; Plummer et al., 2008; Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). Blumenschine et al. (2012) fail to provide convincing evidence that waterbucks grazing on the Zinj paleosurface are indicators of open landscapes, since a) their modern counterparts are not useful indicators of open versus closed-
vegetation habitats, and b) the Olduvai Bed I waterbuck showed a different limb morphology than their modern counterparts. Specifically, they have more elongated metapodials and shorter zygo-

dondials (Gentry and Gentry, 1978), both of which are similar to modern kob and suggest an adaptation to marshy floodplains and the margins of adjacent woodlands.

This extensive woodland on the FLK Zinj-FLKNN1 platform would probably not have constrained carnivores within a small strip of trees as suggested by Blumenschine et al. (2012) but, rather, would have enabled trophic dynamics to operate similarly to modern lacustrine and riverine alluvial forests (Dominguez-Rodrigo, 2001). It is not yet known if the area surrounding PTK was also densely wooded as at FLK Zinj and FLK NN1 (work in progress). Available evidence indicate that the dense archeological assemblage of stone artifacts, cut-marked bones, and hominin fossils at FLK Zinj accumulated within the confines of an isolated forest patch just 200 m from a spring-fed wetland (Ashley et al., 2010).

The fossiliferous productivity of the FLK Zinj paleo-landscape, apart from the site itself, was very low. Statistically significant differences exist between bones accumulated at the core area of the site and its surrounding landscape (Dominguez-Rodrigo et al., 2010). This can be measured by simple bone counts and by the number of carcasses represented per area. This shows that bone was being concentrated in very high densities at that particular spot, and nowhere else (until one hits the PTK concentration some 400 m to the south). The presence of 50 macromammal carcasses at FLK Zinj also contrasts with the substantially lower number of individuals (average <4 MNI) documented in the random sampling of 1500 m² (>4 times bigger than FLK Zinj) units at Amboseli (Hill, 1975; Behrensmeyer, 1983), further attesting to the dynamic nature of the formation of the FLK Zinj bone assemblage. The taphonomic confirmation of the human–carnivore model at the site, and the lack of empirical evidence that carnivores preceded hominins in carcass exploitation reinforces the hypothesis that the site was formed by hominins who intentionally selecting that spot for systematic transport, butchery, and consumption of carcasses, probably in a communal setting. This makes FLK Zinj one of the oldest empirically-supported “central-place” sites known in human evolution to date.
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